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Chip sensors at the giant planets:  Chemically 
sensitive transistors can enable gas-composition 
measurements for space applications such as in-situ 
exploration of giant planet atmospheres [1]. Although 
chip-scale gas sensors (CS) have some limitations 
compared to mass spectrometers (MS), their smaller 
volume, mass, and power requirements would enable 
miniaturized atmospheric entry probes capable of 
measuring spatially variable composition at multiple 
locations (supporting a primary probe with a MS). Mini-
probes with CS would also enable atmospheric 
sampling as part of orbiter/flyby missions lacking a 
flagship-class entry probe. Measurements at 10-second 
cadences from CS could improve the vertical resolution 
of compositional measurements from a MS alone. 

Current performance and development needs: 
We will review current CS sensitivity, specificity, and 
operating requirements, with a focus on trace gases 
whose horizontal/vertical variability is a tracer of 
dynamical flows, mixing, and bulk composition [2-4]. 
Sensors of different types can measure condensable 
gases relevant to the giant planets: CH4, NH3, H2S, and 
H2O [5-8]. The disequilibrium species CO is also 
measurable by CS. Gas concentrations vary by many 
orders of magnitude depending on the target planet and 
altitude range [3,9,10]. Current CS sensitivity is 
sufficient for some species (e.g., H2S at Uranus), while 
development work is needed to improve sensitivities by 

factors of 5 to 1000 for other gases. Most chip-based 
sensors in use today are cost-effective implementations 
for terrestrial applications. For planetary missions, 
sensors must be integrated with flight-capable 
electronics, hardened for the space environment, 
coupled with gas-sample delivery systems, and tested at 
relevant ambient pressures and temperatures. 

Additional applications: Applications outside of 
giant planet exploration include environmental 
monitoring of cached samples (e.g., cryogenic sample 
return [11]) and human space crew health and safety. 
High-cadence measurement of Martian CH4, O2, H2O, 
and CO is needed to understand the variability [12] of 
these astrobiologically significant species. 
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Chip sensor implementations. A: A microdrone equipped with a Ni-Pd-based H2-sensitive composition sensor [7]. 
B top: A sensor array with 32 sensing heads on a single 1 cm x 1 cm chip. B bottom: A close-up of a sensing head 
showing gold electrodes bridged by doped single-walled carbon nanotubes [13]. C: A composition sensor attached to 
an iPhone 4 for power and data acquisition [14].  
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